
Meet Bryan Miles - a performer who is trained 
in the art of thought deception. Bryan has 

performed across the globe, from London to 
New York, for movie stars and celebrities. His 
act is unequalled and he is currently one of 
South Africa’s most in-demand entertainers.

Bryan can seemingly influence and 
predict human behaviours. By using his 
skillset of magic, suggestion and psychology 
- he is able to theatrically manipulate your 

perception of the world.

Bryan reads thoughts, predicts seemingly 
impossible events and ultimately makes the 
impossible possible. Whether he is focusing 
on the name of someone you merely thought 
of, or impossibly predicting what you will 
do next - his award-winning abilities are 
without compare.

Bryan’s blend of talent and humour creates 
a relaxed and fun, yet stimulating and thought-
provoking experience for participants as well 
as members of the audience.

SA’s top PSYCHOLOGICAL ILLUSIONIST 

GREAT EVENTS BEGIN WITH INCREDIBLE ENTERTAINMENT!
CORPORATE  FUNCT IONS .  CONVENT IONS .  FUNDRAISERS  .  YEAR-END PART IES  .  AND MORE

“How’d you do that?!”
KATLEGO MABOE SABC 3 PRESENTER

“You just sent a shiver 
down my spine!”

GRAEME RICHARDS SABC 3 PRESENTER

bookings@bryanmiles.com www.bryanmiles.com

CLIENTS INCLUDE

watch bryan miles in action! www.youtube.com/bryanmilestv



This is the performance that has taken 
Bryan Miles around the world – and made 

him two-time special guest artist at the 
famed Magic Castle in Los Angeles – the 
only South African performer to do so.  One 
of the most incredible live entertainment 
acts of its kind in the country, Bryan Miles 
is a master of the wicked manipulation of 
the mind! 

The performance combines incredible 
mind control, deception and impossible 
demonstrations - high octane entertainment 
that will leave audiences reeling. Imagine 
your guests’ amazement when Bryan 
Miles extracts their inner most secrets 

… predicting their every thought!  His 
performance is guaranteed to keep you 
questioning the potential of the human 
mind – an astounding array of skills 
including psychology, influence, illusion, 
ESP and the sheer power of suggestion.

Every year, hundreds of corporates 
across the country rely on Bryan Miles to 
deliver maximum amazement.   You’ll leave 
speechless, bewildered, laughing and raving 
about the show for many months to come 
– the experience defies explanation. This is 
mind control on a whole new level!

In addition to the stage performance – 
Bryan Miles also offers a more flexible 

intimate close-up experience where the 
impossible happens in the spectators hands. 
Ideal for walk-around– during cocktails or at 

the dinner table - this intimate performance 
creates the same impossible reactions … 
leaving guests dumbstruck. 

Stage presentation

close-up presentation

MEDIA APPEARANCES

FOR MORE INFO, PRICING & TECHNICAL RIDERS, CONTACT US TODAY!

Bryan Miles – Mind Control

Bryan Miles – Close-up Impossibilities

DURATION: 60 MINUTES 

DURATION: 30 - 60 MINUTES

FACEBOOK /bryanmilestv | YOUTUBE /bryanmilestv | TWITTER @whoisbryanmiles

bookings@bryanmiles.com www.bryanmiles.com
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